
CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

4.1 Analysis

Aplication  that  can  cross  platform  nowadays  is  very  needed.  With

aplication  that  can  cross  platform  make  easy  developer  to  focus  on  their

aplication.  Electron  is  platform that  can  fasilitation  to  make  application  cross

platform. 

Illustration 4.1.1: convertion infix to prefix and postfix

Conversion  from  infix  to  prefix  and  postfix  is  conversion  that  make

operator from infix move to left or right. There is precedence in operator. This

precedence  make  operator  that  have  high  precedence  must  be  execute  first

although this operator location not in first operation. If operator have the same

precedence then execute sequence.

Operation  arithmatic  have  special  condition  if  operation  in  bracket.  If

operation in bracket then must execute first whatever the operator in the bracket.

It doesn’t matter if the operator in the bracket have a low precedence from the

next operator.
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4.2 Design

Illustration 4.2.1: Flowchart Prefix convertion

In flowchart above show the process of convertion infix to prefix. First of

all user will input notation and then split the input. After split the input and user

chose prefix convertion, the split notation will divided into 2 array which is if the

input is number then will add into array1 and if the input is operator then will be

add into array 2.

Every operator have precedence. For example if A+B*C then finish B*C

first and after that added A with result of B*C. There will be a special condition

when added operator in array2. When added operator into array2 check array2, if

in array2 have operator with high precedence then pop the operator in array2 and

push into array2 then push operator in split into array2
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There will be a special  condition if input have a bracket.  If input have

close bracket “)” then add to array2. When input have open bracket “)” then check

in array2, if array2 have close bracket “)” then delete close bracket in array2. If

the precedence in array2 is low than operator will be add into array2 then just add

into array2 without pop operator in array2.

After split input is finish divided then check array2. If length of array2 > 0

then pop out all array2 and add into array1. After that just shift all in array1 to see

the final result.
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Illustration 4.2.2: Flowchart postfix convertion

The flowchart above explain how postfix convertion. After input and split,

the input will divided into 2 array which every array have diferent input. If input

is number then added into array1 but if opertor will added into array2. 

When input into array2 will be a special condition where if precedence in

array2 higher than input then operator in array2 will delete and add into array1.

When array2 have low precedence than input then input will be added into array2

without delete contain in array2.

There also special condition if input have a bracket. When input that will

be added into array2 is close bracket “)“, check in array2 if in array2 have open

bracket “(“ then delete open bracket in array2. When the input is open bracket just

add the input into array2. 
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